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7 Mallon et al. 1914. Being a series of lectures on the indus-
trial unrest and the living wage ????????? (J. J.
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13 Cf. Pigou (1913, 67).
14 See Pigou(1912, 325; 1913, 54–9; 1920, 555; 1923, 55;
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φ(V f + h) + X = V f (1)
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Pigou’s theory of minimum wage and attitude towards the Trade Boards Act
Norikazu TAKAMI
In this paper I examine how Arthur C. Pigou (1877–1959) treated his contemporary system
of minimum wage called Trade Boards in Economics of Welfare (1920) and other writings.
Pigou was not wholeheartedly affirmative towards it, though recognizing the need of min-
imum wage: that is, he thought the Trade Boards system was likely to be operated badly.
First, dealing with the practicability of the enforcement of minimum wage, Pigou recognized
that, in an industry in which workers were not only poorly paid but poorly organized, there
existed the fear of collusion between an employer and exploited workers. He expected trade
unions to make this fear less likely. Pigou adduced a hopeful result that introduction of trade
boards had let unorganized workers organized, concluding that the enforcement of minimum
wage was generally effective. Next, Pigou distinguished two causes for unfair wages that was
exceptionally low relatively among equally skilled trades: (1) employers taking advantage of
his monopsonistic power in a labor market, or in his term “exploitation”; and (2) excess sup-
ply of labor in that trade. Minimum wage, he argued, was a remedy in so far as an unfair wage
was due to the first cause. Lastly, however, Pigou’s displeasure with the actual operation of
the trade boards centered on two problems. One was that the since the principle was unclear
on which the rate of minimum wage should be determined, this incurred the disturbing effect
on labor market. The other was that trade boards were applied to highly-paid workers as well
as poorly-paid laborers; and Pigou regarded this fact as the misdirected expansion of state’s
coercive power. In conclusion, I stress Pigou’s concern about appropriate use of state’s power
on each different group of workers.
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